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OVERBERG MARKET REPORT 
Week ending 8th August 2014 
 
 
NORTH AMERICA  
 

 The US trade deficit narrowed in June by 7.0% month-on-month from $44.7 billion in 

May to $41.5 billion the lowest reading since January and well below the $44.7 billion 
consensus forecast. The reduced trade deficit is attributed to a steep drop in 
petroleum imports from $28.3 billion in May to $27.4 billion the lowest since 
November 2010. The domestic energy boom has reduced US dependence on oil 
imports helping to ease pressure on the trade and current account deficits. Meanwhile 
exports increased to a record high helped by a surge in exports of automobiles, parts 

and engines as well as consumer goods. With the June trade deficit far smaller than 
the government had assumed in its 1st estimate of 2nd quarter (Q2) GDP it is likely 
that the GDP growth figure will be revised upwards from an already elevated 4.0% to 
around 4.2%. 

 The US Institute for Supply Management (ISM) non-manufacturing index increased 
sharply from 56.0 in June to 58.7 in July reaching its highest level since the end of 
2005, and well above the key 50 level which signals expansion. The forward-looking 

new orders index increased from 61.2 to 64.9 the highest reading since August 2005. 
The data follows the ISM manufacturing index released last Friday which also climbed 
strongly to a 3-year high. The survey covers the 1st month of the 3rd quarter (Q3) and 
suggests the US economy is gaining momentum in the 2nd half of the year. The 
weighted average of the 2 ISM readings is consistent with annualised GDP growth of 
around 4% in Q3. 

 The US economy added 209,000 non-farm payrolls in July which although below the 

230,000 consensus forecast is nonetheless impressive. Despite the increase in payrolls 
the unemployment rate rose slightly from 6.1% to 6.2% due to the labour force 
expanding by 329,000. The upward trend in job creation remains intact with the 6-
month average gain in payrolls now at 244,000 the highest in 8 years. Despite the 
increase in payrolls there is little sign of wage pressure: Average hourly earnings 
remained unchanged in July on a month-on-month basis while the year-on-year 

increase gained just slightly from 1.9% to 2.0%.  
 The Fed’s Senior Loan Officer Survey shows US banks eased lending standards during 

the 2nd quarter (Q2) amid a widespread increase in demand. Having declined earlier in 
the year in response to rising mortgage rates and adverse weather, demand for 
mortgages rebounded strongly in Q2. A net 45% of banks reported a rise in mortgage 
demand. Banks also loosened lending standards with a net 18% of banks reporting a 
relaxation of mortgage lending criteria. This marks the largest loosening in lending 

standards on record although credit conditions still remain stricter than the 10-year 
average. Mortgage demand figures are consistent with a rise in new home sales of 
around 10%. Demand for business loans also showed a healthy increase pointing to a 
widespread strengthening in domestic activity. According to the survey “a significant 
fraction” of banks experienced higher demand for commercial and industrial loans.  

 
 

CHINA  
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 China’s trade surplus rebounded from $31.6 billion in June to a record high of $47.3 
billion in July eclipsing the previous record high of $40.1 billion recorded in November 
2008. The surplus is attributed to strong export demand: export growth picked up 
sharply from 7.2% year-on-year in June to 14.5% in July well ahead of the 7.0% 
consensus forecast. On a month-on-month basis exports increased by an impressive 
7.0%. Forward-looking economic data including Markit’s export climate index and the 

new export orders components of purchasing managers’ indices suggest the positive 

momentum in export growth will be maintained over the 2nd half of the year.  
 

 
JAPAN  
 

 As expected the Bank of Japan (BOJ) left its monetary policy unchanged at its August 

meeting. The BOJ asset purchase programme was kept at ¥60-70 trillion per annum. 
While recent economic data releases have been disappointing the BOJ retained its 
overall positive outlook noting that the effects of the April sales tax increase are 
diminishing. The positive outlook lessens the probability of further expansion in the 
quantitative and qualitative easing (QQE) programme before the end of the year. 
However, it is likely that an expansion in QQE will be forthcoming during the 1st half of 
2015 if as expected inflation readings start to slide. The discounting of increased 

monetary easing should prompt a further depreciation in the yen towards year-end at 
the same time boosting the prospects for Japanese equities.  

 Japan’s Economy Watchers Survey, a survey of taxi drivers, hotel workers and 
restaurant staff premised on their proximity to consumer and retail trends, increased 
from 47.7 in June to 51.5 in July the 3rd consecutive monthly increase. However, while 
the current conditions outlook increased the future conditions index fell slightly from 
53.3 to 51.5 suggesting the recovery is unlikely to accelerate further in coming 

months.  
 

 
EUROZONE  
 

 Italy’s GDP unexpectedly contracted in the 2nd quarter (Q2) by -0.2% quarter-on-

quarter worse than the -0.1% contraction in Q1 and well below the +0.1% consensus 
growth forecast. With 2 consecutive quarters of negative growth Italy is officially back 

in recession after showing just 1 positive quarter of growth at the end of 2013. The 
recession is attributed to a deterioration in net trade with lackluster export growth 
indicative of a lack of competitiveness. Meanwhile fiscal austerity and tight credit 
conditions are weighing on the appetite for new investment. Recent lead economic 
indicators suggest Italy will return to positive GDP growth in the 2nd half of the year 

but growth would have to average 0.4% in the following 2 quarters for the economy to 
show positive growth for 2014 as a whole, which at this stage seems unlikely.  

 Germany’s industrial production increased in June by just 0.3% month-on-month far 
weaker than the 1.4% consensus forecast and unable to reverse the -1.7% decline in 
May. There had been hope for a strong bounce back following the weather related 
delays and public holidays in May. For the 2nd quarter (Q2) as a whole German 
industrial production fell by -1.5% more than reversing the 1.1% increase in Q1. The 

industrial contraction may shave around 0.7 percentage points from Q2 GDP growth 
potentially prompting a flat GDP reading for the quarter. The Bundesbank warned 

recently that the economy may indeed have stagnated during Q2. Industrial surveys 
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for Germany and the Eurozone as a whole have weakened over recent months with 
the purchasing managers’ indices falling close to 50 the key level which demarcates 
expansion from contraction. 

 As expected the ECB kept interest rates unchanged. Despite consumer price inflation 
dipping last month to 0.4%, reigniting deflationary fears, the central bank refrained 
from any form of quantitative easing (QE). ECB governor Mario Draghi appeared 

unperturbed by the slide in inflation: “We haven’t observed any decline on the 

medium- to long-term inflation expectations. Long-term expectations remain anchored 
at 2%, other expectations remained anchored at the previous levels.” However, Draghi 
was more downbeat on the economic outlook downgrading the outlook from “gradual” 
to “moderate and uneven.” Draghi added that the ECB had “intensified” preparation 
for an asset-purchase programme which it is willing to launch if the inflation outlook 
deteriorated. The ECB Governing Council was “unanimous” in its commitment to QE if 

conditions warranted. 
 
 

UNITED KINGDOM 
 

 UK industrial production increased in June by just 0.3% month-on-month well below 
the 0.6% consensus forecast and not sufficient to reverse the -0.6% decline in May. 

The 2nd quarter (Q2) increase in industrial output was also revised lower from 0.4% 
quarter-on-quarter to 0.3% which suggests Q2 GDP growth will also be revised lower 
from the 0.8% initial estimate. The slight decline in July’s manufacturing purchasing 
managers’ index from 59.0 to 57.2 suggests the loss in momentum in industrial output 
may continue into Q3.  

 As expected the Bank of England (BOE) kept its benchmark interest rate unchanged at 
0.5% and maintained the size of the quantitative easing (QE) asset purchase 

programme steady at £375 billion. Although consumer price inflation increased on a 
year-on-year basis from 1.5% in May to 1.9% in June there is little sign of wage 
growth which increased in the 3 months to end May by just 0.3% on the year. Even 
Martin Weale the most “hawkish” member of the BOE Monetary Policy Committee 
acknowledged that continued weak wage growth would support the case for delaying 
interest rate increases.    

 
 

FAR EAST AND EMERGING MARKETS  
 

 Australia’s unemployment unexpectedly spiked from 6.0% in June to 6.4% in July in 
stark contrast to the 6.0% consensus forecast and the highest unemployment since 
August 2002. Although the increase is blamed by the Bureau of Statistics on a 

sampling aberration the data, if accurate, would be consistent with a sharp economic 
slowdown or recession and therefore cause for concern. The upcoming reading on the 
number of unemployment benefit recipients should provide a more accurate picture on 
the health of the labour market. Uncertainty over the statistical accuracy of the data is 
likely to deter the Reserve Bank of Australia from any near-term cut in interest rates.  

 The Bank of Thailand (BOT) kept its benchmark interest rate unchanged at 2.0%. The 
low rate has been in place since March in an effort to boost the economy which shrank 

in the 1st quarter by -2.1% quarter-on-quarter. The BOT indicated that a recovery in 
growth in the 2nd half of the year remains on track with a resumption in public 

spending and domestic activity. The BOT forecasts GDP growth of 1.5% for 2014 as a 
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whole and consistent long-term financial stability. Monetary policy is likely to remain 
highly accommodative for the remainder of the year in spite of the economic recovery 
although a hike in rates is likely in 2015.  

 Indonesia’s GDP increased in the 2nd quarter (Q2) by 5.1% quarter-on-quarter 
annualised recovering from the 3.5% growth in Q1 and beating the 4.9% consensus 
forecast. The recovery is attributed to a pick-up in net exports which are expected to 

build momentum in the 2nd half of the year as political uncertainty fades and business 

confidence returns. Private consumption demand has also remained resilient helped by 
strong employment and wage growth. GDP growth is expected to accelerate further to 
between 6.5-7% in Q3 and Q4. The improving outlook suggests GDP will increase by 
5.3% for 2014 as a whole rising to 5.6% in 2015.  

 Ghana has become the 2nd country in sub-Saharan Africa to request help from the IMF 
this year, after Zambia requested assistance in June. Ghana has been hit by 

government overspending with the twin budget and current accounts respectively 
rising to above 10% and 12% of GDP. Inflation has also spiked to around 15%. Other 
countries in the region have similar balance of payments vulnerabilities: Mozambique 
is running a staggering current account deficit at 41.9% of GDP, while Tanzania and 
Uganda are also exposed with over 14% and 12%. Fortunately however, these 3 
economies are enjoying significant foreign direct investment inflows into the oil and 
gas sectors. This form of external funding tends to be long-term and therefore 

relatively stable. Meanwhile, energy output is likely to come on stream over the next 
3-4 years which should help trim the current account balances. 
 
 

SOUTH AFRICA 
 

 SA’s manufacturing output unexpectedly increased by 0.5% year-on-year in June 

although not enough to reverse the -3.8% decline in May. The increase is attributed to 
improved production of petroleum and chemicals, wood and paper, and food and 
beverages which respectively grew on the year by 3.9%, 3.5% and 3.2%. However, 
production of transport equipment, and glass and non-metallic minerals fell sharply by 
-11.3% and -10.4%. Despite the better than expected overall data manufacturing 
growth contracted in the 2nd quarter (Q2) by -1.2% quarter-on-quarter annualised and 

will shave around 0.2 percentage points from Q2 GDP.  
 The SA manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) dropped from 46.6 in June to 

45.9 in July marking the 4th consecutive reading below the key 50 level which signals 
contraction. The business activity index fell further from an already depressed 39.5 to 
39.4 while the employment index fell sharply from 49.3 to 43.9. New sales orders 
improved slightly from 43.9 to 45.4 but continued to signal weakening demand for a 
5th straight month. At the same time the prices index increased further from 73.8 to 

76.5 displaying typical stagflation conditions with rising inflation in spite of 
manufacturing contraction. While the weak PMI reading had been expected due to the 
4-week strike in the steel and engineering sectors during July the data suggests a very 
weak start to the 3rd quarter. The post-strike recovery in manufacturing activity is 
likely to be gradual held back by continuing electricity supply constraints and weak 
domestic demand. 

 Total vehicle sales fell in July by 1.5% year-on-year with falls in passenger vehicles 

and commercial vehicles of 1.0% and 2.6%. Export volumes fell by 16.1% on the year 
due to the effects of the steel industry strikes. The outlook for domestic vehicle sales 

for the 2nd half of the year remains bleak due to higher inflation and rising interest 
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rates against a backdrop of weak consumer confidence. However, vehicle exports 
should pick-up benefiting from improved global economic conditions.  
 
 

KEY MARKET INDICATORS 
 

   YEAR TO DATE %  

 
JSE All Share  +9.55 
JSE Fini 15  +12.93 
JSE Indi 25  +6.91 
JSE Resi 20  +14.48 
R/$   - 3.74 

R/€   +0.40 
S&P 500  +3.31 
Nikkei   - 6.50 
Hang Seng  +4.64 
FTSE 100  - 2.25 
DAX   - 5.37 
CAC 40   - 3.40 

MSCI Emerging  +4.84 
MSCI World  +1.42 
 
 
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 
 

 The US dollar has regained the key $/€ 1.34 level versus the euro suggesting a 

reversal in the dollar’s weakening trend. The yen remains above the key $/¥100 level 
signaling a continuation in the yen’s long-term weakening trend.  

 The rand remains below successive support levels suggesting a continuation in the 
rand’s depreciation. A break below the R/$ 10.50 level is needed to signal a disruption 
of the depreciation trend line which has been in place since 2011. 

 The US 30-year Treasury yield is out of its bear market and has broken below the 

“head and shoulders” neckline at 3.29% targeting a further decline to 3.11% and 
2.80%. At 2.80% the market would retrace the entire bear move post the Fed’s 2013 

“taper statement.” There is unlikely to be a major bear trend in bonds as the 
deleveraging phase is still in its early stages. 

 The benchmark R186 SA Gilt yield has broken out of its recent bear trend targeting a 
move to 8.15% and potentially as low as 7.80% 

 Global equity markets have risen in many cases to all-time record highs suggesting a 

strong bull trend and further gains in the near-term. However, the MSCI World Equity 
index is in the 5th and final wave of a rising-wedge formation. A rising-wedge 
formation is a typical trend-ending signal. European equities are breaking out of 5-
year resistance levels and are set to outperform US markets. The Nikkei exhibits the 
most bullish pattern.   

 The Coppock Curve is a long-term momentum indicator with an excellent track record 
in identifying major market bottoms. It shows that the March 2009 low was a long-

term low unlikely to be broken. 
 The Brent crude oil price has fallen back from key support at $110 suggesting a 

continuation of the weakening long-term trend. Copper is regarded a reliable lead 
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indicator for industrial commodity prices and barometer of global economic growth. It 
has broken below key support of $7,500 suggesting a downside move to the 2011 low 
of $6,500.   

 The Economist’s world food index has tripled since its base in 1999-2001 and 
continues to threaten rising global food price inflation.  However, apart from a recent 
short-term spike since the start of the year agricultural prices have fallen steadily 

since mid-2012 which suggests a gradual leveling-off in the strong long-term upward 

trend.  
 Despite recent advances Gold is in a protracted bear market signaled by rapid declines 

last year through successive support levels at $1400, $1300 and $1250.   
 The All Share index is in a powerful bull market forming higher lows since the start of 

the year. Although at some point absolute faith in the bull trend must start to wane 
the upward trend will only be broken with a break below 45,100.  

 
 
BOTTOM LINE 
 

 Global equity markets have suffered heavy losses over the past fortnight. The worst 
casualties have been the Eurozone markets due to the proximity, geographically and 
in terms of trade, to the Ukraine and Russia. Germany’s equity market has lost over 

6% over the period, with the S&P 500 and Nikkei also losing around 4%. 
 There a 3 main culprits: Geopolitical risk emanating from the Ukraine crisis, weaker 

than expected Eurozone economic data in particular Italy’s recession, and concerns 
over monetary policy normalisation in the US. How serious are these threats to the 
long-term health of equity markets?  

 Although there has been no precedent for exiting unconventional monetary easing 
(quantitative easing) previous Fed tightening cycles have traditionally been 

accompanied by rising equity markets at least during the first 12-18 months of the 
cycle. Moreover, there is a strong likelihood that Japan will expand its own quantitative 
easing (QE) programme during the 2nd half of 2015 and the Eurozone will also adopt a 
QE programme at around the same time, both aimed at combating the threat of 
deflation. The Bank of Japan and ECB will help to maintain the global monetary base. 

 While the Eurozone economic recovery has lost momentum the region’s equities 

should receive strong support from the ECB’s anticipated QE programme. At the same 
time Eurozone companies are at an early stage of their profit cycle which should 

support above average earnings growth. 
 The risk emanating from the escalating Ukraine crisis appears to be rising and while 

difficult to quantify it is certain that Russia has far more to lose than the West through 
reciprocal sanctions. As such it is likely that rationality will prevail.  
 

 


